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Brief History

Living Reviews in Solar Physics was founded and published at the Max Planck
Institute for Solar System Research from 2004-2015. After it was sold by the Max
Planck Society in June 2015, it is now published by the academic publisher Springer
Science & Business Media.

Scope and Coverage

Living Reviews in Solar Physics is a peer-reviewed open-access scientific journal
publishing reviews on all areas of solar and heliospheric physics. The articles in
Living Reviews provide critical reviews of the current state of research in the fields
they cover. Articles also offer annotated insights into the key literature and describe
other available resources. Living Reviews is unique in maintaining a suite of highquality reviews, which are kept up-to-date by the authors through regularly adding
the latest developments and research findings.
Cover figure: Extreme ultra-violet image of the Sun taken by the Atmospheric
Imaging Assembly on the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO / AIA 171Å).

Kind of Information

It is central to the concept of Living Reviews in Solar Physics that it is a fully
electronic journal, that allows update its articles regularly and with minimum effort.
The journal's reference database provides indexes of useful resources.

After selecting a particular article from the journal, visitors can see the title, cover
picture, authors, authors and affiliations, citation, review article, DOI number etc. All
the review comes with various categories of information containing in content. Such
as….
“The copper microRNAs”
This review article comes with some categories
of information like…
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Visitors can download review articles in PDF format. Even citations can be export in
.RIS, .ENW, .BIB format.

Special Features
 Links with journals like…Astrophysics and Astroparticles, Astronomy,
Astrophysics and Cosmology, Space Sciences (including Extraterrestrial Physics,
Space Exploration and Astronautics) & Plasma Physics .
 Latest content is alerted to the users through RSS.

Arrangement Pattern

All the volumes & issues are arranged chronologically. In each issue review articles
are arranged date of upload wise (chronologically).

Remarks

Living Reviews in Solar Physics can be used by its readers as a database, an
encyclopedia, or a resource letter. Living Reviews in Solar Physics has become a
valuable tool for the scientific community and one of the first places a researcher
looks for information about current work in solar and heliospheric physics.
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